
Age/Gender: U13 Boys 
Location: SportsPlex | Fairborn 
Result: 3-3 T 
Players: Braxton; Connor C.; RJ; Keaton; Connor B.; Alex; JR; Noah; Aaron; Max; Josiah 
Goal(s): Aaron (2); Keaton 
Hope Springs Player of the game: Aaron 

Defensively the young Dutch Lions team had not the greatest start, with a sloppy organization, 
slow defensive transitions and a lack of aggressiveness to win the individual duels, which 
allowed the opposing team to open the score earlier in the match and get confortable. 
However the boys were able to recognize and fix those issues, with better pressure on the 
ball, and better positioning, closing the spaces, and reducing significantly the opposing team 
chances to build up their game and create danger near to our defensive areas. 
Offensively the Dutch Lions team had also two distinct moments, at the beginning where they 
were not able to connect their game due a lack of movement off the ball to provide options to 
the ball carrier, and at the same time we miss the references up top (depth), the strikers were 
dropping too much on the field. However in the second period of the game the young Lions 
were able to fix those details and combined with a better collective organization were able to 
come back from a 3-0 disadvantage and tied the game with justice, as result of collective 
work. 
After the game coach Bruno had the following statement "I can't say that we had a brilliant 
performance because we didn't, we had a slow start on and off the ball, but then we were 
able to fix some important details and change the game completely for the best. At the end of 
the day I think we could have won the game, but we need to be focus since the initial whistle 
until the last second, with the same posture/attitude." Concluding, "I'm not happy with the 
result but I’m proud of how the boys were able to react to disadvantage of three goals, with 
great personality and character." 
As the Hope Springs player of the match coach Bruno nominated Aaron and said, ”I’ve decided 
to nominate Aaron today not just because of his offensive productivity, scoring twice but 
mostly because of his attitude, and availability to help the team in crucial moments even 
without the ball." 

Team: U12 Boys 
Location: Kingdom Sports Center|Franklin 
Results: 0-10L 
Players: Daniel, Tyler, Sean S, Andrew, Elias, Sean C, Christian, Joseph 
Player of the game: Christian 

Defensively, there were very few good moments. We struggled on defense  
most of the game. Our defenders were frequently caught off guard when  
the opponents won the ball, and we had a difficult time recovering from  
these constant attacks. Most of our better defensive plays were the  
result of a defender winning the ball by his self and playing it away  
from our danger zone. We did not have any sort of communication or  
recovery system in play, and the result made us work a lot harder than  
we needed to, when we could have played a bit smarter and saved more  
energy and more goals. 

When we did have opportunities to attack, only one or two of our  
attackers would even be on the correct half of the field. Again, this  
was a communication and support issue. Our offense seemed a little  
confused in some areas, I noticed a lot of passing attempts when we  
should have taken a shot, and a lot of shooting attempts that should  
have been a pass. Either way, this game was a very clear look at how  



working hard can only get you so far. Every one of our players was  
working as hard as they could, and most were totally exhausted the  
entire second half. We will be figuring out and working on some ways  
that we can play smarter and save ourselves some energy. Unfortunately,  
we only had one sub, and we were playing against a much more physical  
team. So I can't really blame anyone for being exhausted. The player of  
the game was Christian. He consistently moved the ball up the field and  
opened up several scoring opportunities for us. He was also able to hold  
the ball long enough to find his supporting players. This really helped  
us increase the amount of time spent on our opponents half, which adds  
to our chances of scoring. 


